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Following the construction of a reservoir, sediment is intercepted, which greatly reduces
the sediment concentration in the discharged flow. This reduction causes riverbed
scouring and flow structure adjustments downstream, thereby impacting the river
habitat. This study used the generalized flume test with different bed sand
compositions and discharge rates to simulate the scouring adjustment process of a
sand pebble riverbed channel downstream of a reservoir. The results show that the bed
sediment composition affects the water surface gradient, scour depth, turbulence
intensity, and sand resistance directly after final scouring. Coarse-grained bed
sediment demonstrated the greatest final turbulence intensity and sand resistance,
while bed sediments with reduced coarseness exhibited a greater scouring degree;
the resistance for sand grains of moderate coarseness showed the greatest change.
Sand resistance was exponentially and positively correlated with the median grain size and
the fractal dimension of bed sediment mass. The mass fractal dimension expression was
suitable for the analysis of bed sand grain-size distribution; it contributed to the calculation
of grain resistance with fewer hydraulic parameters. The relationship between the mass
fractal dimension and the adjusted grain resistance was also established, which can aid the
calculation of the resistance changes in sandy gravel-bed river reaches downstream of
reservoirs, enabling the prediction of their effects on aquatic habitats.
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INTRODUCTION

Reservoirs are built for a range of benefits such as flood control and runoff storage; however, they also
inevitably alter the natural sediment transport equilibrium of rivers (Zhou et al., 2020). The
construction of reservoirs often causes riverbed scouring adjustments due to a drastic reduction
in incoming sand. This is especially true downstream of large reservoirs; this, in turn, affects the
riverbed microtopography, riverbed resistance, and flow structure. These changes have a significant
impact on economic production and aquatic habitats, wherein the key factor for riverbed
deformation and flow structure is the change in riverbed resistance. For this reason, research on
channel resistance downstream of dams has become an area of interest to predict habitat changes.
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Resistance studies can be divided into three areas depending
on the riverbed composition downstream of a reservoir: grain
resistance, riverbed form resistance, and integrated resistance.
Integrated resistance comprises grain resistance and riverbed
form resistance (Einstein, 1950), where riverbed form
resistance was calculated by Vanoni and Hwang (1967), Alam
and Kennedy (1969), Van Rijn (1984), andWu andWang (1999).
Zhou et al. (2018) used fractal dimensions to measure riverbed
deformation downstream of a reservoir and analyzed the
relationship between the fractal dimension of the riverbed
surface and the riverbed form resistance. Determining riverbed
form resistance is mainly applicable to sandy riverbeds with stable
bed load gradation and a high degree of riverbed deformation. For
sandy gravel riverbeds experiencing a significant coarsening of
bed load gradation, changes in grain resistance need to be
specifically studied.

There are many studies on grain resistance (Chien and Wan,
1999), most of which first require a relationship to be established
between the selected characteristic grain size and roughness.
These studies differ in terms of the characteristic grain size or
mathematical expression of the characteristic grain size selected
and are generally suitable for gravel riverbeds. However, the
calculation of grain resistance and change in resistance during
riverbed coarsening for sandy gravel riverbeds with wider
gradation is problematic. Many researchers have explored the
coarsening process and the water flow responses of the sandy
gravel riverbed as a result of this process. Lee and Odgaard (1986)
tracked the time for the development of coarsening and applied
themixed layer model to establish a numerical model of change in
moving sediment and their corresponding composition over
time. Borah (1989) proposed the use of the water depth,
energy gradient, and friction velocity to calculate the
minimum coarse grain size, obtaining an equation to
determine the scour depth. Nicola and Massimo (2003) found
that bed sediment does not need to be covered by a layer of coarse
grains to evaluate roughness through physical tests. Ferro and
Giordano (1991) conducted experiments to determineManning’s
roughness coefficient of a sandy gravel riverbed and proposed a
calculation method. Afzalimehr and Anctil (1998) postulated that
factors affecting the resistance coefficient included roughness,
Froude number (Fr), bed load activity parameters, and cross-
sectional morphology. Based on the quantitative indicators of
these factors, a semilogarithmic formula for the integrated
resistance coefficient (f) was established for a gravel riverbed.

Evidently, the bed load coarsening process and its accurate
measurement must be considered in research on the resistance of
sandy gravel riverbed downstream of reservoirs that are
experiencing coarsening. In these instances, the use a single
characteristic grain size is insufficient; the complexity of the
entire grading curve needs to be measured. Fractal dimensions
are widely used to quantify the complexity of curves (Hyslip and
Vallejo, 1997). Tyler andWheatcraft (1992) found that compared
with the number distribution of different particle sizes, the mass-
based approach to estimate the fractal dimension of the particle-
size distribution is less sensitive to the assumed grain density and
characteristic size. Therefore, the mass fractal dimension (Dm) is
more applicable for analyzing the soil particle-size distribution.

Liu et al. (2015) applied the fractal scaling theory to establish a
relationship between the fractal dimension and total soil
phosphorous. Based on the observed data, Ni et al. (2013)
analyzed the fractal dimension for a river. Tian et al. (2013)
compared the use of traditional methods and the fractal
dimension method for river pattern discrimination in the
lower Yellow River. Wang et al. (2018) used the fractal
dimension to analyze the spatial and temporal variability of
runoff in the Weihe River basin.

This study utilized the generalized flume test to investigate the
scouring and coarsening process and the subsequent water flow
changes of sandy gravel riverbeds. The degree of riverbed
coarsening was quantified using the fractal dimension and
characteristic grain size. Based on the characteristics of a
coarsened riverbed, a suitable fractal dimension expression to
analyze the bed sand grain-size distribution was identified. The
relationship between it and the adjusted grain resistance was
established; this can greatly assist in calculating resistance
changes in sandy gravel-bed river reaches downstream of a
reservoir, enabling the prediction of their effects on aquatic
habitat.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental
A straight flume was used to simulate riverbed scouring and
coarsening. The flume dimensions were 40 m (length) by 2.4 m
(width) by 1 m (height), with a 1.5‰ slope at the bottom, as
shown in Figure 1. Alternate bars are the main features in the
straight channel due to the large-scale turbulent structure of the
natural river (Matthes, 1947; Ikeda and Parker, 2013). Based on
the morphology of straight rivers, the experiment was designed as
a straight model with a single bar and two alternate bars. The
shape of the bars was generalized according to the bars in the
Yichang–Yunchi Reach, the straight channel downstream of the
Three Gorges Dam. Table 1 provides the size of the bars in the
Yichang–Yunchi Reach. The maximum length and width at the
top were 2.72 and 0.35 m, respectively. The experimental section
length was 20 m, and the flume width was 2.4 m. Then, the
relative width and length of the bars were 0.15 and 0.14, which
were equal to the average value of the bars in the Yichang–Yunchi
Reach. The bars were 13 cm in height, with a slope of 1:2.5
(underwater repose angle of sediment). Themaximum length and
width at the bottom of the bars were 3.81 and 0.7 m, respectively.

The alternate-bar wavelength is crudely proportional to the
channel width, and the relation is written as follows (Ikeda, 1984):

λ � αBβ, (1)

in which α and β are numerical constants, B is the channel width,
α is suggested to vary between 3 and 13, and β is
approximately 1.1.

The spacing between the widest position of 2 bars was 4.06 m
in the flow direction. Then, the alternate-bar wavelength was
8.12 m. According to Eq. 1, α was equal to 3.1 in the range of
3–13. The entire measurement section was 11.25 m in length,
with a 2-meter transition section comprising pebbles in front to
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ensure that flow into the test section was as smooth as possible.
Detailed conditions are shown in Figure 1.

The bed load used in the experimental design had grain sizes of
0.1–22 mm. This was based on bed load measurements from a
sandy gravel-bed downstream of the Three Gorges Dam on the
Yangtze River. This bed load was composed of natural yellow
sand and gravel, which were mixed to form three sets of sandy
gravel with a continuous and wide range of gradation. Figure 2
illustrates the initial bed load gradation used in the test. Based on
the different sand proportions (<1 mm) in the sandy gravel, three

sets of gravel were prepared: grain size set A, grain size set B, and
grain size set C, with sand contents of 30, 42, and 55%,
respectively. The characteristic grain size parameters of the
bed load used in the experiment are shown in Table 2. The
median grain size of the bed load ranged from 0.9 to 6 mm. The
heterogeneous coefficient of bed load grain sizes ranged from 2.09
to 4.32, where the maximum kurtosis coefficient of the bed load in
set A was 0.38, and the minimum kurtosis coefficient of the bed
load in set C was 0.07.

The flume test was mainly used to evaluate the flow structure
and riverbed evolution of different bed load compositions in
straight river reaches under scouring conditions. The same
working conditions were used for the bar arrangement and
flow-depth conditions. These conditions were used to conduct
the flow characteristic test with a clear-water scouring test for
comparison; details are provided in Table 3.

FIGURE 1 | Plane morphology and arrangement of cross sections to measure the test flume. (A) Plan view of the experimental setup. (B) Bed load sampling points
around the bars. (C) Geometry of 7# cross section (unit: m).

TABLE 1 | Size of the bars in the Yichang–Yunchi Reach.

Reach name LR (m) BR (m) Bar name LB (m) BB (m) LB/LR BB/BR

Yichang–Yunchi 19938 2,937 Yanzhiba 3,631 848 0.18 0.29
Linjiangxi 1726 381 0.09 0.13
Shataozi 2,521 153 0.13 0.05
Hongxigang 2,889 340 0.14 0.12

Average value 0.14 0.15

Note: LR and BR are the length and width of the Yichang–Yunchi Reach, respectively. LB and BB are the length and width of the bars, respectively.

FIGURE 2 | Grading curves of the sediment samples from the
flume tests.

TABLE 2 | Parameters related to the sediment grain size characteristics used in
the test.

Bed load
set

d10 (mm) d50 (mm) d90 (mm) Sc Sk

A 0.55 6 18 4.32 0.38
B 0.4 1.4 17 4.08 0.28
C 0.3 0.9 13 2.09 0.07

Note: Sorting coefficient or heterogeneous coefficient, Sc �
�������
d75/d25

√
. The kurtosis

coefficient, which represents the degree of concentration, Sk � d75−d25
2(d90−d10).
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Following the commencement of the test, clear-water scouring
was carried out for 8–30 h, during which the water level and
topography changes were measured; the bed load was evaluated at
a fixed point to measure the gradation every 2 h.

Methods
During the coarsening of the sandy gravel riverbed, grain
resistance is the most important factor for studying the
flow resistance. This refers to the resistance when the bed
surface remains flat when flow is not influenced by the
channel borders and is closely related to the size and
gradation of bed load grains.

Einstein’s logarithmic velocity distribution formula is based on
reasonable theoretical derivation and suitable to the smooth

region, transition region, and roughness region of turbulent flow
(Einstein and EI-Samni, 1949). The formula was widely used to
describe the flow velocity distribution in open channels and to
calculate the grain resistance (Qian and Wan, 1983; Wright and
Parker, 2003; Chen and Huang, 2007). Thus, grain resistance was
calculated using Einstein’s logarithmic formula:

U

Upb
� 5.75lg(12.27Rbχ

ks
), (2)

Rb � (Unb/ �
J

√ )3/2, (3)

Upb �
�����
gRbJ

√
, (4)

where U is the average cross-sectional flow velocity; U*b is the
friction velocity of the grain; Rb is the hydraulic radius; χ is the

TABLE 3 | Conditions used in the flume test.

Test number Bed load
composition

Test group Water depth
(cm)

Flow rate
(L/s)

Average cross-sectional
flow velocity

(m/s)

1 A AD1 6.4 56 0.38
2 AD2 9 95 0.49
3 AD3 11.5 140 0.56
4 AD4 13 175 0.62
5 AD5 16 240 0.65
6 AS1 6.4 56 0.38
7 AS2 9 95 0.49
8 AS3 11.5 140 0.56
9 AS4 13 175 0.62
10 AS5 16 240 0.65

11 B BD1 6.4 56 0.38
12 BD2 9 95 0.49
13 BD3 11.5 140 0.56
14 BD4 13 175 0.62
15 BD5 16 240 0.65
16 BS1 6.4 56 0.38
17 BS2 9 95 0.49
18 BS3 11.5 140 0.56
19 BS4 13 175 0.62
20 BS5 16 240 0.65

21 C CD1 6.4 56 0.38
22 CD2 9 95 0.49
23 CD3 11.5 140 0.56
24 CD4 13 175 0.62
25 CD5 16 240 0.65
26 CS1 6.4 56 0.38
27 CS2 9 95 0.49
28 CS3 11.5 140 0.56
29 CS4 13 175 0.62
30 CS5 16 240 0.65

31 D DD1 6.4 56 0.38
32 DD2 9 95 0.49
33 DD3 11.5 140 0.56
34 DD4 13 175 0.62
35 DD5 16 240 0.65
36 DS1 6.4 56 0.38
37 DS2 9 95 0.49
38 DS3 11.5 140 0.56
39 DS4 13 175 0.62
40 DS5 16 240 0.65

Note: the first letter of the group codes in the table represents the bed load sets A, B, and C and the fixed-bed test set D. The second letter represents the single transverse bar, D, and the
staggered transverse bars, S.
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flow profile correction factor; ks is the equivalent roughness of
grain; nb is the Manning’s resistance coefficient; g is gravitational
acceleration; and J is the hydraulic slope.

By converting Eqs. 3 and 4, the resistance equation may be
obtained as the ratio of the average cross-sectional flow velocity to
the friction velocity of a grain. This may be converted into an
expression related to nb:

U

Upb
� R1/6

b

nb
��
g

√ . (5)

Combining Eq. 2 with Eq. 5, it yields

nb � R1/6
b��

g
√ [5.75lg(Rbχ/ks) + 6.25]. (6)

This test consisted of the clear-water scouring of sandy gravel,
wherein flow with a low sand content was used. Based on the
outcomes from Meyer-peter and Miller (1948), the equivalent
roughness of the grains was determined as ks � 1.0d50 and
χ � 1.0. Grain resistance was calculated using the surface bed
load once the coarsening of the riverbed surface was completed.

Fractal theory provides an effective tool for describing
complex structures and irregular spatial and morphological
features in nature. Fractal scaling shows that, across a wide
range of scales, the soil exhibits self-similarity. Dm is one of
the fractal concepts to particle-size distributions based on the
fragmentation model of Turcotte (1986). The fragmentation
model does not lead to a geometrical fractal with the fractal
dimensions confined between Euclidian dimensions. The sorting
of particles by size in the fragmentation model results in fractal
dimensions ranging theoretically between the limits of 0 and 3
(Bittelli et al., 1999). Tyler and Wheatcraft (1992) developed Eq.
7, relating mass with the fractal dimension:

M(δ < di) � ρpCm
⎛⎜⎜⎝ di

dmax

⎞⎟⎟⎠
3−Dm

, (7)

where M(δ < di) is the cumulative mass of grains with the grain
size below di; ρp is grain density; Cm is constant relating to
the shape factors; di is the average grain size between two adjacent
grain-size fractions di and di+1, where di � di+di+1

2 ; and dmax is the
average grain size of the largest grain-size fraction.

Thus, the total mass of each grain size (M0) is

M0 � M(δ < dmax) � ρpCm
⎛⎜⎜⎝dmax

dmax

⎞⎟⎟⎠
3−Dm

� ρpCm. (8)

Eq. 7 can be normalized by Eq. 8 to yield

M(δ < di)
M0

� ⎛⎜⎜⎝ di

dmax

⎞⎟⎟⎠
3−Dm

. (9)

The surface of a sandy gravel riverbed is also a system with
fractal features. Dm was used to describe the bed load gradation.
This was based on the coarsened riverbed surface morphology of

waves and patterns that appear after the scouring and coarsening
of the sandy gravel riverbed and the similarity between the
coarsened sand gradation and the grain size distribution of
soil particles.

According to Eq. 9, Dm was calculated using three steps:

1) The upper and lower limits of intervals between each grain-
size fraction were calculated to obtain the average grain size di.

2) The cumulative mass of grains with grain sizes smaller than
that of the representative grain sizes of each grain-size fraction
interval was counted and converted to logarithmic form.

3) The slope of the fitted correlation line was obtained
(i.e., 3 −Dm), enabling the determination of Dm.

RESULTS

Bed Load Coarsening Process
During this test, a fixed sampling point was set at the end of the
gravel-covered section (Figure 1A). Bed load samples were
collected from this point at regular intervals during the
scouring process to obtain the grading curves; these were
represented by test groups AD5, BD5, and CD5, as shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows that the grading curves of the three bed load
sets with different scouring durations were similar in shape. As
scouring duration increased, the continuous grading curve
developed a discontinuous gradation. During scouring, the
adjusted and concentrated grain size range of the bed load was
0.6–10 mm. In the first 2 h, there was a severe loss of medium-
sized grains; this was then slightly replenished after 4.5 h. With an
increase in scouring duration, 0.5 → 2 → 4.5 → 6.5 → 8 h, there
were variations in the range of bed load adjustment for the three
bed load sets at the end of the gravel-covered section. These
variations occurred due to differences between the scouring
volume and upstream supply of sediments. The largest change
in the grain size of the set A bed load with a sand content of 30%
(with 1 mm as the boundary) was d50, and it changed as follows:
1.7→ 2→ 9→ 5→ 5 mm. The greatest change in the grain size of
the set B bed load with a sand content of 42% was d60, and it
changed as follows: 1.5 → 7 → 1.6 → 1.8 → 5 mm. The greatest
change in the grain size of the set C bed load with a sand content
of 55% was d90, and it changed as follows: 2.4→ 17→ 10→ 15→
12 mm. This indicates that a greater initial sand content during
scouring leads to greater adjustments in bed load gradation and a
higher final grain size. There was also a tendency for the grain size
to first increase and then decrease.

During the test, scouring and coarsening were significant at
the beginning and central parts of the bars. Bed load samples were
collected at 10–30 cm and 50–70 cm from the starting point
(Figure 1B), respectively, after scouring was completed. As the
gradation curves obtained for the beginning and central parts of
the bar of each test group were similar, the cross-section of the
upstream bar was selected to ananlyse; the three sets of gradation
curves are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows that the bed load coarsening effect in the
beginning part of the bar was significant, with a considerable
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FIGURE 3 | Grading curves of the fixed-point bed load for AD5, BD5, and CD5 for different scouring durations.

FIGURE 4 | Grading curves of the bed load for sets (A), (B), and (C) from the beginning part of the bars.
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increase in the median grain size. With an increase in scouring
flow velocity, the coarsening effect became more evident, and the
characteristic grain size (e.g., d50) increased significantly. The
sand content of the set A bed load with a grain size of 0.5–10 mm
reduced from 50 to 20%, that of the set B bed load reduced from
65 to 25%, and that of the set C bed load reduced from 62 to 42%.
This sand content reduction was the greatest in the set B bed load,
which had a moderate sand content in this grain size range.
Correspondingly, the degree of coarsening was the greatest in set
B, followed by that in set C; it was the lowest in set A.

Changes in Dm of Gradation
Using Eq. 9 and the raw data of the more representative grading
curves of the bed load at the depth of the 10# cross section in
Figure 1 after the completion of scouring of various groups, line
fitting was conducted with AD1, BD1, and CD1 as
representatives, as shown in Figure 5, where the horizontal
coordinate x is log(M(δ < di)

M0
), the vertical coordinate y

is log( di
dmax

), and the slope of the fitted line is 3 −Dm. Dm can
then be obtained.

The heterogeneous coefficients Sc, correlation coefficients R
and 3-Dm, and Dm were calculated for each test group and the
original bed load, as shown in Tables 4–6. From Tables 4–6, we
can see that sets A, B, and C have a good linear fit, with the
correlation coefficients of sets A and B above 0.9 and the average

value of the correlation coefficient of set C above 0.85. This
indicates thatDm has statistical and fractal characteristics and can
better express the distribution of the bed load grain size. Dm, of
the three groups of the original bed load, was larger than that of
the test groups. This indicated that the content of bed load of
medium grain size decreased after bed load coarsening. The bed
load transitioned from continuous gradation to discontinuous
gradation, resulting in a decrease in Dm. There were significant
differences in the Dm of the three sets of bed load. From the slope

FIGURE 5 | Mass fractal dimension of AD1, BD1, and CD1.

TABLE 4 | Mass fractal dimensions for bed load set A.

Sequence number Test group Sc R 3-Dm Dm

0 Original sand A 4.32 0.915 0.708 2.292
1 AD1 3.71 0.902 0.923 2.077
2 AD2 4.04 0.910 0.806 2.194
3 AD3 3.76 0.925 0.972 2.028
4 AD4 3.37 0.917 0.957 2.043
5 AD5 2.42 0.930 1.108 1.892
6 AS1 3.54 0.915 1.056 1.944
7 AS2 3.62 0.923 1.125 1.875
8 AS3 3.81 0.916 0.953 2.047
9 AS4 3.12 0.931 1.141 1.859
10 AS5 2.10 0.944 1.238 1.762
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of the fitted line, it was found that Dm of set A ranged from 1.762
to 2.292, that of set B ranged from 1.940 to 2.487, and that of set C
ranged from 2.105 to 2.647. Dm tended to decrease with
increasing flow velocity when a single factor was taken into
consideration. Dm was positively correlated with the sand
content of set C with an initial sand content of 55% which
had the largest Dm, followed by set B with 42% sand content,
and the smallest was set A with 30% sand content. Dm of the
alternate bars was smaller than that of the single bar.

Variations in Slope and Turbulence Intensity
The water level was analyzed after the scouring experiment was
completed; it yielded the overall water-surface slopes, reflecting
the entire river section where water level measurements were
conducted, as shown in Table 7.

Table 7 demonstrates that, due to the uneven bed scouring
upstream and downstream, set B with the uniform bed load
gradation had the greatest water-surface slope as the scouring
degree was higher downstream than that upstream. The slope of
set A with the smallest proportion of sand in the bed load was
slightly lower than that of set B, followed by that of set C; the slope
of the fixed bed of set D was the lowest. In summary, the bed load
uniformity was positively correlated with water level slope and
head loss. This also means that the total water-surface slopes of
the same riverbed after final coarsening under different
conditions are similar. The water-surface slope of the channel
with alternate bars was higher than that of the channel with a
single bar under the same riverbed conditions.

The change in the variation of water turbulence intensity with
different bed load compositions was analyzed. Based on this, the
relationship between turbulence intensity in the x direction
(water flow direction), y direction (horizontal), and z direction
(vertical), and the relative water depths could be plotted. This was
carried out with a line 1.2 m from the starting point and
perpendicular to the 10# cross section in AD5, BD5, CD5, and
DD5, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows that the turbulence intensity distribution at
different water depths in the x direction, y direction, and z
direction were similar; the maximum occurred at a relative
water depth of 0.2. The average turbulence intensity on the
same perpendicular line was the highest for set A, followed by
that of set C and set B; set D, with a fixed bed, had the lowest
turbulence intensity. Bed load continuity and uniformity differed
after scouring. Set A became discontinuous after bed load
coarsening. The uniformity of the bed load for set C was
lower than that of set B after coarsening; this indicates that
the turbulence intensity after scouring was closely related to bed
roughness and bed load composition.

Variation in Grain Resistance and Its
Relation to Dm
Based on Eqs. 3 and 4, Rb and nb, which correspond to the grain
resistance of each test group, were calculated iteratively; the grain
resistance calculations of various test groups are shown in
Table 8. Here, J is the ratio of the water level of probes at the
upstream and downstream ends to the distance between them. d50
is a representative median grain size for the grading curve of the
bed load at the depth of the 10# cross section after scouring in
each group.

TABLE 5 | Mass fractal dimensions for bed load set B.

Sequence number Test group Sc R 3-Dm Dm

0 Harasha B 4.08 0.898 0.513 2.487
1 BD1 4.19 0.907 0.667 2.333
2 BD2 3.89 0.910 0.806 2.194
3 BD3 3.42 0.914 1.053 1.947
4 BD4 3.32 0.917 0.957 2.043
5 BD5 3.38 0.932 0.969 2.031
6 BS1 4.41 0.938 0.715 2.285
7 BS2 3.94 0.856 0.837 2.163
8 BS3 3.65 0.927 0.877 2.123
9 BS4 3.07 0.915 1.060 1.940
10 BS5 4.10 0.956 0.957 2.043

TABLE 6 | Mass fractal dimensions for bed load set C.

Sequence number Test group Sc R 3-Dm Dm

0 Harasha C 2.09 0.868 0.353 2.647
1 CD1 4.37 0.814 0.522 2.478
2 CD2 3.92 0.849 0.482 2.518
3 CD3 5.08 0.864 0.735 2.265
4 CD4 4.86 0.855 0.608 2.392
5 CD5 4.63 0.887 0.694 2.306
6 CS1 4.43 0.846 0.524 2.476
7 CS2 4.47 0.854 0.508 2.492
8 CS3 4.39 0.860 0.476 2.524
9 CS4 3.46 0.852 0.380 2.620
10 CS5 4.47 0.893 0.895 2.105

TABLE 7 | Overall water-surface slope of various test groups (%).

Test group Flow rate 240 L/s 175 L/s 140 L/s 95 L/s 56 L/s Average

AD Gradient 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.20
BD 0.23 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.23
CD 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17
DD 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12
AS 0.22 0.23 0.21 0.21 0.19 0.21
BS 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.23
CS 0.18 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17
DS 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.15 0.14 0.16
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Tables 8–10 show the presence of a pattern in terms of the
resistance coefficient corresponding to the grain resistance of
sandy gravel: nb interval of set A was 0.01754–0.01897, that of set
B was 0.01332–0.01849, and that of set C was 0.01267–0.01778;
this reflects the negative correlation between the grain resistance
of each bed load set and the sand content. Due to the difference in
the grain size adjustment range of bed load scouring, the main
influencing factor of grain resistance, there were differences in d50

after bed load coarsening. The lower the sand content, the higher
the d50 after scouring. With the same bed morphology and bed
load composition, the average cross-sectional flow velocity
increased, along with the grain resistance. With the same flow
conditions and bed load composition, the grain resistance of the
alternate bars was greater than that of the single bar.

The relationship between grain resistance and Dm is
explored in Figure 7; grain resistance was negatively

FIGURE 6 | Variation in turbulence intensity with water depth for different bed load compositions in X, Y, and Z directions.

TABLE 8 | Grain resistance calculations for set A.

Sequence
number

Test
group

Flow
rate

(Q/Ls−1)

Average
flow

velocity
(U/ms−1)

b/h H
(cm)

Fr J
(%)

d50

(mm)
Rb nb

1 AD1 56 0.36 37.50 6.4 0.460 0.192 10.2 0.06142 0.01869
2 AD2 95 0.44 26.67 9 0.468 0.192 8 0.08232 0.01887
3 AD3 140 0.51 20.87 11.5 0.478 0.201 10.5 0.09462 0.01837
4 AD4 175 0.56 18.46 13 0.497 0.211 10.5 0.10833 0.01861
5 AD5 240 0.63 15.00 16 0.499 0.206 11 0.12663 0.01833
6 AS1 56 0.36 37.50 6.4 0.460 0.193 11 0.06255 0.01900
7 AS2 95 0.44 26.67 9 0.468 0.205 12 0.07983 0.01909
8 AS3 140 0.51 20.87 11.5 0.478 0.212 10.5 0.09135 0.01840
9 AS4 175 0.56 18.46 13 0.497 0.227 12 0.10423 0.01881
10 AS5 240 0.63 15.00 16 0.499 0.223 13 0.12596 0.01897
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correlated with Dm. To explore the relationship between nb and
Dm, the impact of Fr and d50 was considered based on the
previous research (Zhong et al., 2013). The following equation
can be developed:

nb � K(D1+0.3Fr2
m d50)1/6. (10)

Coefficient K in the equation was determined using the
experimental data, and its value fluctuated at approximately
0.034. Using Eq. 10, nb � 0.034(D1+0.3Fr2

m d50)1/6 was obtained.
Figure 8 presents the relationship between nb calculated using
this equation, nb–1, and the grain resistance coefficient calculated
through iterations, nb–2; nb–3 is the result of the previous
simplified grain resistance equation proposed by Ferguson
(2007) (Eq. 11). nb–1 was in good agreement with nb–2
and was more accurate than nb–3; this indicates that the use of
this new equation (Eq. 10) to calculate grain resistance is valid
and improves upon the previous simplified grain resistance
equation:

R1/6
b

nb
��
g

√ � a1a2(Rb/d84)/[a21 + a22(Rb/d84)5/3]1/2, (11)

where a1 ≈ 7 − 8 and a2 ≈ 1 − 4.
Calculating the grain resistance using Dm is advantageous for

two key reasons: 1) the entire bed load gradation data is used, as
opposed to just a single representative grain size (such as d50); and
2) the determination of grain resistance from bed load composition
is considered to be closer to the actual conditions. The proposed
expression to calculate grain resistance is

TABLE 9 | Grain resistance calculations for set B.

Sequence
number

Test
group

Flow
rate

(Q/Ls−1)

Average
flow

velocity
(U/ms−1)

b/h h
(cm)

Fr J
(%)

d50

(mm)
Rb nb

1 BD1 56 0.36 37.50 6.4 0.460 0.236 2.5 0.03486 0.01423
2 BD2 95 0.44 26.67 9 0.468 0.233 8 0.06449 0.01765
3 BD3 140 0.51 20.87 11.5 0.478 0.229 11 0.08761 0.01862
4 BD4 175 0.56 18.46 13 0.497 0.239 10.5 0.09651 0.01835
5 BD5 240 0.63 15.00 16 0.499 0.231 11 0.11687 0.01838
6 BS1 56 0.36 37.50 6.4 0.460 0.127 1.8 0.05042 0.01332
7 BS2 95 0.44 26.67 9 0.468 0.226 4.5 0.05557 0.01575
8 BS3 140 0.51 20.87 11.5 0.478 0.219 9 0.08528 0.01786
9 BS4 175 0.56 18.46 13 0.497 0.226 11 0.10177 0.01849
10 BS5 240 0.63 15.00 16 0.499 0.243 9 0.10638 0.01771

TABLE 10 | Grain resistance calculations for set C.

Sequence
number

Test
group

Flow
rate

(Q/Ls−1)

Average
flow

velocity
(U/ms−1)

b/h h
(cm)

Fr J (%) d50

(mm)
Rb nb

1 CD1 56 0.36 37.50 6.4 0.460 0.169 1.4 0.03815 0.01278
2 CD2 95 0.44 26.67 9 0.468 0.166 1.4 0.05121 0.01277
3 CD3 140 0.51 20.87 11.5 0.478 0.165 5 0.08821 0.01588
4 CD4 175 0.56 18.46 13 0.497 0.175 2.5 0.08181 0.01407
5 CD5 240 0.63 15.00 16 0.499 0.169 5 0.11809 0.01582
6 CS1 56 0.36 37.50 6.4 0.460 0.169 1.5 0.03884 0.01293
7 CS2 95 0.44 26.67 9 0.468 0.169 1.6 0.05223 0.01306
8 CS3 140 0.51 20.87 11.5 0.478 0.165 1.7 0.06681 0.01320
9 CS4 175 0.56 18.46 13 0.497 0.155 1.3 0.07658 0.01267
10 CS5 240 0.63 15.00 16 0.499 0.182 9.5 0.13271 0.01778

FIGURE 7 | Relationship between Dm and nb.
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nb � 0.034(D1+0.3Fr2
m d50)1/6. (12)

With known bed load gradation, the grain resistance can be
directly derived from Fr, which is simpler and clearer compared
to previous methods of calculating grain resistance.

Calculation using Eq. 10 still requires Fr and calibration by
model tests. As such, the above parameters need to be converted
from known parameters when calculating the value of change. As
the initial grain resistance, nb–0 is already known and may be
directly calculated by Einstein’s formula if flow data is known; the
ratio of grain resistance after bed load scouring to the initial grain
resistance (i.e., the rate of change) is

nb/nb−0 � (Dmd50)16/(Dm−0d50−0)16. (13)

The corresponding adjusted grain resistance is

nb � nb−0(Dmd50)16/(Dm−0d50−0)16, (14)

where nb−0 is the initial grain resistance; Dm−0 is the initial bed
load mass fractal dimension; and d50−0 is the initial median grain
size of bed load.

CONCLUSION

By contrasting the scouring and coarsening of different riverbed
compositions, the coarsening degree and the change in integrated
resistance were observed to be the greatest for the bed load with a
moderate sand content. The degree of coarsening in set A was low
because it contained more gravel and had a coarser bed load and
greater resistance, while that of set C was less than that of set B.
This may be due to the shielding effect of gravel on the larger
proportion of finer sand. However, sediments with sizes of
0.5–10 mm, particularly those of 0.5–2 mm, were the easiest to
wash away in the tests of all groups; these were easy to move and
difficult to preserve.

The heterogeneous degree of sediment coarsening was
expressed by the change in a particular characteristic grain
size, which was clearly insufficient. The overall gradation
change is essential for determining the change in grain
resistance. The use of the mass fractal dimension to measure
the gradation change was effective for this calculation. The mass
fractal dimension is related to the heterogeneous coefficient and
covered more information than the heterogeneous coefficient. As
such, the use of the mass fractal dimension to measure gradation
change represented an advancement of grading analysis. Using
the proposed formula, nb � 0.034(D1+0.3Fr2

m d50)1/6, to calculate
grain resistance, which allows the be direct derivation of grain
resistance from the known bed load gradation and Fr, is simpler
and clearer than previous methods used to determine grain
resistance.

The formula for adjusted grain resistance may be used to
determine the new grain resistance following bed surface
evolution; this can inform the selection of roughness for
model simulations.
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